
TL2900
Electric WireBind finisher

Wire binding is faster and easier with this smart

electric finisher. A dual load-and-crimp station

eliminates the extra step of moving documents for

loading. Just hang the spine, load the paper and

close with the touch of a button. LEDs guide

production by showing status at a glance.

Modular

Added features

LED guide indicators

Spine-size settings for faster operation

Adjustment knob for fine-tuning spine closure

Wire holder for easy spine loading

Angled surface for easy loading and paper alignment

Binds documents up to 3:1 pitch - 6 - 14mm,
2:1 pitch - 16 - 32mm

Product number 7301220

* Sheet capacity is based on 80gsm. bond paper.

Spine compatibility Sheet capacity*

Sheet binding250 capacity

WireBind spines
This high-tech spine takes any presentation to
the next level. It lets pages lie flat for 360º
rotation. And, it permanently binds documents,
so you can be sure pages stay in place.

Document
Presentation Solutions
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Specifications

TL2900
Fast and high-volume

Binding capacity: 3:1 - up to 14mm or 125 sheets

2:1 - up to 32mm or 250 sheets

Maximum binding length: Punched edge - 30cm

Unpunched edge - 35.5cm

Machine weight: 19.5 kg

Package weight: 26.8 kg

Dimensions (W x H x D): 406 (w) x 178 (h) x 330 (l) (MM)

Power requirements: 230V / 50Hz / 1.0 amps

Safety: TUV / CE / GS

Specifications are subject to change without notification.

> Presentations

> Reports

> Training manuals

> Notebooks

> Product catalogs

> Guides

> Student handbooks

> Menus

Applications

WireBind spines
Available Sheet
sizes - 3:1 capacity*
4.7mm 30

6.3mm 45

7.9mm 60

9.5mm 75

11mm 90

12.7mm 105

14.3mm 125

Available Sheet
sizes - 2:1 capacity*
16mm 135

19mm 160

22mm 190

25.4mm 220

32mm 250

Available
colours

Black White Silver

Blue Red Navy

Take presentations to the next level with this

high-tech binding spine. WireBind lets pages lie

flat with 360˚ rotation for convenient note taking

and photocopying, and it permanently binds

documents. That way you get the peace of mind

in knowing your presentations always look great

and stay secure.

*Sheet capacity is based on 80gsm. bond paper.
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